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Abstract: An emphasis on ensuring animal welfare is growing in zoo and aquarium associations
around the globe. This has led to a focus on measures of welfare outcomes for individual animals.
Observations and interpretations of behavior are the most widely used outcome-based measures of
animal welfare. They commonly serve as a diagnostic tool from which practitioners make animal
welfare decisions and suggest treatments, yet errors in data collection and interpretation can lead to
the potential for misdiagnosis. We describe the perils of incorrect welfare diagnoses and common
mistakes in applying behavior-based tools. The missteps that can be made in behavioral assessment
include mismatches between definitions of animal welfare and collected data, lack of alternative
explanations, faulty logic, behavior interpreted out of context, murky assumptions, lack of behavior
definitions, and poor justification for assigning a welfare value to a specific behavior. Misdiagnosing
the welfare state of an animal has negative consequences. These include continued poor welfare states,
inappropriate use of resources, lack of understanding of welfare mechanisms and the perpetuation
of the previously mentioned faulty logic throughout the wider scientific community. We provide
recommendations for assessing behavior-based welfare tools, and guidance for those developing
tools and interpreting data.

Keywords: behavioral diagnosis; zoo; behavioral diversity; anticipatory behavior; stereotypy; natural
behavior; affect; inductive argument; behavioral context

1. Introduction

Accreditation by regional and international zoo and aquarium associations ensures
that institutions who display animals to the public practice according to a high standard.

Requirements for these certifications change with advances in practice and internal and
external expectations. In accordance with this progression of requirements, the substantial
push to emphasize animal welfare by many zoo associations is now well into its second
decade. This focus has seen an evolution of the concepts surrounding animal welfare
in the zoo and aquarium field [1]. One result of this development is a shift away from
solely physical health and natural living concepts of animal welfare towards concepts that
include animals’ affect. Along with this shift comes a broadening of the vocabulary used to
talk about these concepts and includes words like “wellness” that presumably add some
sense of animals’ own agency to the more static, provisioned concept of welfare. As such,
accreditation standards for many associations now include requirements for assessing the
welfare of individual animals [2–6]. Essentially, the goal of this sort of criterion is to let the
animals “speak for themselves.”

As accreditation requirements often do not stipulate how to accomplish welfare as-
sessments, institutions wishing to meet them strive to do so using numerous methods
and very typically develop their own tools. For some, scientific approaches seek to deter-
mine measures of welfare using integrations of multiple fields. These multi-disciplinary
approaches may draw from animal behavior, health, physiology, life history theory, ani-
mal husbandry and other fields to reach welfare conclusions based on numerous bits of
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data [7]. Often, multi-disciplinary approaches can become akin to the “all but the kitchen
sink” approach to fighting an indomitable adversary and commonly reflect two primary
drivers. One is the standing sets of expertise an institution employed prior to the dawn of
the welfare movement of zoo and aquarium associations and the accreditation standards it
birthed. The second is holistic definitions of welfare that strive to include all factors that
might influence animal outcomes but do not describe the conditions under which one
discipline’s assessment should trump another’s [8–10]. While useful, these approaches can
also end in disagreement when data from varied disciplines result in disparate interpreta-
tions [11]. In other cases, welfare assessors may use an approach that employs a singular
primary discipline.

When it comes to singular discipline approaches specific to assessing welfare, animal
behavior is most common [12]. This is not to say that animal behavior is paramount. We
still do not know the ultimate test for animal welfare. Justification for animal behavior’s
supremacy as the most-oft employed single discipline welfare assessment is multi-factorial.
Historically, the first discipline dedicated to the study of animal welfare was ethology [13].
We can observe animal behavior without special equipment and we often consider be-
havioral observation to be inexpensive compared to other disciplines. Perhaps also, at
the early stages of the development of the discipline, when there was a focus on negative
indicators of animal welfare and the goal was to end animal suffering, it was relatively
easy to observe when an animal appeared depressed or was performing self-injurious,
displaced, or apparently abnormal behaviors. As the focus shifted from negative to positive
indicators of welfare [8,9], we have begun to look for signs that animals are able to engage
in activities of their own choosing [14–16], and indicators of both momentary and cumula-
tive affective state. Thus, behavioral indication of animal outcomes remains a valuable tool
for assessing welfare though the likelihood of miscalculated assessment may be increasing
as our understanding of animal welfare becomes more nuanced. What does it matter if our
primary tool for “listening to animals,” their own behavior, turns out to be a language that
we interpret incorrectly? Where are we most likely to go wrong and what are the dangers
of getting it wrong?

2. What Does It Matter If We Get It Wrong?

When we are not feeling well and go to our physician for help, we hope that we
are able to explain our symptoms adequately enough that our doctor is able to diagnose
and provide a course of treatment that will promote our return to health. In the event
of a misdiagnosis and associated incorrect treatment, there are a few possible outcomes.
We can get more ill, we can remain ill, or we can get better for reasons unrelated to the
treatment. None of these are positive outcomes. In the case of getting better in spite of the
misdiagnosis and incorrect treatment or lack thereof, our doctor can build an erroneous
understanding of the problem and how to fix it, putting future patients at risk.

For animal welfare, animal behavior is a diagnostic tool. Practitioners effectively ask
what the behavior is telling them about how the animal’s environment supports its welfare.
Successful diagnosis requires accurate interpretation of what the behaviors observed tell us
about welfare outcomes. Like other measuring tools, behavioral observation can capture
detail at a fine or a coarse scale. As a blunt example, in many species grooming one’s self
helps to maintain pelage, keep clean and extract parasites [17]. An observer might interpret
this behavior to be one that has positive value towards maintaining coat health. On the
other hand, behaviors that appear quite similar to grooming such as self-scratching can
be performed under conditions that generate anxiety and are generally interpreted to be
indicators of negative affect [18]. We can see that, outside of context, where scratching and
grooming are recorded one in place of the other, we can ultimately develop fundamentally
different interpretations of the welfare circumstance of the observed animal. If we were
unaware of scratching being evidence of anxiety [19] and our interpretation of the function
of behaviors that manipulate one’s pelage solely related to self-maintenance, we would
draw no conclusion regarding circumstances that may be negatively affecting the animal’s
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psychological state. We might conclude that the animal is working to get itself clean and
that is good, as cleanliness has health benefits. If we use this information to conclude
that the animal is handling a manageable problem, in the end, we might do nothing to
alleviate the animal’s anxiety and may even replicate the conditions that it experiences for
other animals. In this case, an inaccurate behavioral assessment would lead to continued
compromised welfare for the focal animal, and potentially lead to compromised welfare
for other animals receiving similar treatment.

3. Behavior in Common Concepts of Animal Welfare

A living animal is always “behaving.” Behavior’s contexts, precursors and outcomes
facilitate our understanding of it. Behavioral assessments focus on the measurement of the
outward expression of the presence or absence of animal activity. Only in conjunction with
other measures or other information can an assessment tool provide insight to a behavior’s
cause, outcome, or the feelings associated with its expression. These tools can only address
those factors associated with the numerous concepts of animal welfare that can be behav-
iorally observed and interpreted through regressive, correlative or extrapolative logic.

To appropriately apply behavioral assessments of welfare, it is important to understand
several of the most commonly used concepts of animal welfare. As there are numerous tools
to measure welfare [20–29], there are also numerous constructs of welfare itself [30]. It
is possible for the decision of how to define welfare to reflect one’s own philosophical
view on animal rights and animal sentience, with each concept leading to a different use
of behavioral measures. We discuss challenges for any welfare practitioners adhering to
each concept.

3.1. Physiological Function as Welfare

A foundational primary construct of welfare considers the proper biological function-
ing of organisms to be important and generally emphasizes health measures [30,31]. This
approach is often used in cases that require welfare assessments of many animals quickly,
such as in livestock production. Due to constraints on time and cost, welfare assessors
aim to quickly quantify various physiological characteristics such as degree of lameness,
presence or absence of lesions, or other measures [7,30–32]. Under this welfare paradigm,
an animal would be considered to have adequate welfare if its biological needs are met and
it is apparently free from disease [33]. We will not discuss this concept at further length
here as it is most commonly assessed with medical and physiological methods and rarely
behavior, though behavioral indicators such as lameness and inappetence are often cues
for medical workups.

3.2. Naturalistic Behavior as Welfare

The natural living concept of animal welfare indicates that animals who are able to
perform natural behaviors are in a state of positive welfare. This teleological and logically
flawed model has enjoyed favor amongst traditionally anti-anthropomorphic zoo scientists
since Hediger’s first description of the field zoo biology in the 1950s [34]. It is so thoroughly
ingrained in the zoo community that no model of animal welfare can exist in that commu-
nity without reference to natural behavior. The model has been criticized for numerous
reasons but primarily that the performance of natural behavior may not actually reflect
positive welfare unless welfare itself is defined as the expression of natural behavior [35–37].
For that reason, the concept can be further criticized as one arisen from circular reasoning.
In practice, followers of this model often emphasize the construction of naturalistic looking
spaces for animals to live in, perhaps in deference to an assumption that public opinion
leans towards this concept of animal welfare and that the public might perceive good
welfare from an assessment of the animal’s surroundings [38–40]. Additionally, it is not
difficult to argue that the majority of the means used to drive “naturalistic behavior” in
zoo animals would not be considered as components of a natural environment. Examples
here include, but are not limited to, numerous enrichment devices and animal training.
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Naturalistic Behavior—Where Can We Go Wrong?

If one’s behavioral concept of animal welfare must include natural behavior, it is
relatively straightforward to assess if this goal is met. It is easy to measure behavior in
animals under human care and compare that to descriptions of the behavior of animals
thought to be living in an undisturbed natural state. Field research has demonstrated that
activity budgets within wild populations and groups of the same species can fluctuate
with differing environmental conditions [41], resource distribution [42] and varying group
size [43], resulting in an added complexity in relying on time budgets as a comparative
diagnostic tool [44]. Thus, it is important to determine which natural behavior repertoire
one is comparing their animals to and perhaps to justify why other natural behavioral
repertoires are, by assumed definition, not the animal welfare goal. Additionally, as in the
above example where behavioral repertoires vary with circumstance, it is important to
recognize that there is a myriad of covariates that should be recorded [45] as without their
measurement, we gain no understanding of the causes of an observed time budget.

3.3. Affect as Welfare

Another model describes animals’ affect or mood as their welfare state. As the em-
phasis on affect as welfare continues to grow, many welfare assessors look for behaviors
that help them to understand these states. The field has seen growth in observations
focusing on specific types of behaviors thought to provide a glimpse into animals’ summa-
tive affect such as anticipatory behavior [20,46–52] and decision-making behavior [53–56].
There is also a focus on assessing animals’ expression of behaviors that may be momen-
tary indicators of positive or negative affect. Among the indicators of positive moments,
observers often look for behaviors that indicate that animals are able to express con-
trol/agency [15,16,57–59], solve challenges [60–62], investigate [63,64] and express prefer-
ences [65–68]. In regard to negative moments, we often look for indicators of anxiety [69,70],
fear [68], pain [69,71–74] or boredom [75–77].

Affect—Where Can We Go Wrong?

There is a danger here of not being guided by theory or empirical work that sup-
ports the use of certain behaviors as indicators of affect or directions of valence. There
isconsiderable responsibility on the practitioner to ensure that they have developed a
cogent, theory driven argument that supports as best as possible an accurate interpretation
of the behaviors observed. When considering that an argument is only logically valid
if the conclusion follows the premises and that scientific studies generally place some
probability on their conclusions, not absolute certainty, we might conclude that there are
few, if any, truly validated measures of welfare or affect. Logical premises should sup-
port any measure’s employment and be clear about the degree of certainty around each
premise. The risks associated with misinterpretation warrant clear arguments for the use of
any behavioral measure.

4. Behavioral Measurements of Animal Welfare

Within any of the common concepts of animal welfare, practitioners can apply a variety
of behavioral metrics to assess animal welfare. As with any measurement, the assumptions
made prior to collecting data can have implications for what conclusions can be drawn.

4.1. Behavioral Diversity as an Indicator of Welfare

In the interest of following the logic, using measures of behavioral diversity as a proxy
measure of animal welfare has increased in recent years [10,78–80]. The most commonly
used behavioral diversity index, the Shannon-Wiener Diversity index (H-index, [81,82]),
is useful for quantifying whether an animal’s time budget is heavily skewed towards a
few behaviors (low H-index) or spread across multiple behavioral categories (high H-
index). The relationship between what the H-index measures and animal welfare is more
complicated. The underlying assumption of behavioral diversity as a proxy for welfare
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depends heavily on the natural living model of animal welfare. The tacit assumption
is that because animals often display a diverse set of behaviors in the wild, animals in
zoos or aquariums should exhibit similarly diverse behavioral repertoires in captivity to
have positive welfare. If animal welfare practitioners are moving towards questioning the
natural living concept of animal welfare, a similarly critical view of behavioral diversity
measures may be warranted.

Cronin and Ross [83] identify several major concerns in the use of this index as a proxy
measure for animal welfare. Briefly, the H-index is sensitive to the number of behavioral
categories defined by the researcher, sensitive to "lumping" or "splitting" behavioral cate-
gories, insensitive to affective valence associated with the behavior, and the interpretation
of the index can be impacted by a priori assumptions of researchers (e.g., leaving behaviors
with a negative valence out of diversity calculations). The last two points are of particular
interest for misdiagnosing or mis-managing animal welfare concerns using this behavioral
measure. An increase in diversity overall can include behaviors of positive or negative
valence [83]. If the time spent engaged in abnormal repetitive behaviors increased from a
low level after an intervention, an individual’s diversity measure could increase while the
animal experiences a decline in its welfare state. An individual could also have a relatively
non-diverse time budget, yet be consistently engaged in positively valenced behaviors
(e.g., foraging, play or appropriate conspecific social behaviors). In the first example, misdi-
agnosing the behavioral change as a net positive would clearly be a miscalculation of the
animal’s welfare. In the second, the initial conclusion about the animal’s state could lead
to misguided interventions where none were needed. Excluding negatively valenced or
species atypical behaviors from diversity estimates could result in management errors in
either direction, as the resulting measure is ignoring an undisclosed amount of the animal’s
overall time budget. If practitioners only consider "positive" behaviors in the index and
do not use the index alongside other measures (e.g., time budget analysis), this effectively
limits their ability to "see" negative outcomes. Given the potential risks of misinterpreta-
tion leading to suboptimal animal management associated with this behavioral measure,
researchers should apply caution (and common sense) when using behavioral diversity as
a proxy for animal welfare.

4.2. Considering Behavioral Context

Correctly categorizing behavior is the most important component of using it to assess
welfare. We have already suggested that assigning a behavior to an inaccurate category
(bluntly, good or bad) is an area where we can go wrong when assessing welfare. That there
is often some probability that a physical description of behavior can fall into more than
one category can increase the chances of sorting behaviors incorrectly. Animals may pace
in their enclosure for more than one reason, for example [84]. Cogent arguments that are
grounded in the context of the behavior are essential to parse which category a behavior
most likely belongs in. Indeed, the use of strong inference [85,86] to help falsify or find
support for different hypotheses generated across numerous observations and/or experi-
ments has enjoyed a long history in animal behavior research [87–89]. Providing falsifiable
predictions when categorizing behaviors—for example to stereotypy, anxiety, anticipatory
behavior or another classification may go a long way in reducing potential mistakes in
welfare assessment. It is likely that numerous mis-categorizations of these particular be-
haviors and others have led to fundamental misunderstanding, ineffective remedies and
miscalculation of the welfare state of the cumulative population of zoo animals.

4.3. Behavioral Repertoires

Similar to mis-categorizing a given behavior, changes in behavioral repertoires should
also be interpreted with caution. In both unpublished and published manuscripts, we
have seen authors refer to changes in animals’ behavioral time budgets as evidence of
either enhanced or decreased welfare. The assessment of these changes is often linked
to animals being moved to new exhibits, experiencing new hours where the public is
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allowed into the zoo or modifications to the social group. It is possible to make the mistake
of simply assuming that a change in behavioral repertoire indicates a change in animal
welfare. However, it is expected that behavior changes should occur in nearly all of these
situations—or any situation in which some component of the environment has changed.
Behavior is, after all, a primary mechanism for managing environmental change and as
such should be extremely sensitive to even subtle environmental modification. Animals
change their behavior specifically to adjust their internal state—be it physiological or mood.
Thus, change in behavior does not necessarily indicate change in welfare state.

5. Consequences of Getting It Wrong?

The outcomes of misapplying behavioral assessments to diagnosing welfare will vary,
but can have impacts at multiple levels, from the individual animal to the institution
housing the animal to the zoological community and animal welfare science at large. Given
the recent focus on animal-centric, individual-based measures of welfare, we are placing
implications for the animal’s outcomes as the primary concern in this section.

5.1. Implications for the Animal

If an animal is wrongly identified as having good welfare when in fact its welfare
is compromised, this animal will continue to have compromised welfare. Avoiding such
a scenario is a major goal of modern animal welfare science across all animal care set-
tings [25,29,68,71,90–92]. Welfare practitioners must be diligent in design of their assess-
ments to avoid falling prey to this error. Much has been written about the necessity
of avoiding this particular pitfall, so we will not address this issue at length here (but
see [93,94]).

If an animal receives an incorrect diagnosis of a welfare issue, interventions may be
unwarranted, harmful, or ineffective (Table 1). An intervention would be unwarranted
if the animal did not have compromised welfare and was misdiagnosed entirely. If the
attempted interventions are minor, such as changes to daily management or enrichment,
the interventions may have no effect or a net positive effect on the animal’s life though
they may modify the animal’s behavior extensively. A harmful intervention would lead to
a decline in overall welfare. For instance, if an animal were incorrectly identified as having
poor welfare when it did not and a major change was prescribed as a solution, such as a
significant enclosure modification or a dramatic change to the social group, there could
be added discomfort during construction or potential incompatibility with social partners
that could lead to a real decline in the individual’s welfare. These sorts of modifications
may result from a misguided focus on "natural living" opportunities for animals.

Ineffective interventions can lead to the continued persistence of a problem, or to
future misapplications of an unfounded intervention if the problem resolves despite the
applied mediation. An initially incorrect diagnosis will complicate determining a more
effective form of treatment, resulting in potential for continuing compromised welfare
for the individual. Perhaps the best result here is that the observer recognizes the inef-
fectiveness of the treatment and commits further effort to diagnose the underlying issue,
ultimately resulting in a net positive outcome for the animal (Table 1). If an animal receives
an ineffective treatment and the issue resolves anyway, the animal welfare practitioner may
not be aware of the faulty diagnosis and promote inappropriate future applications of the
ineffective intervention.
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Table 1. Conceptual relationships between correct or incorrect diagnoses and treatments of welfare issues, their outcomes,
broader implications, and their impacts on major stakeholders. Scenarios have been ranked according to the outcome
for the animal in question from best to worst. (+) denotes a positive outcome and (−) denotes a negative outcome for a
particular party. Stakeholders with potentially equivocal outcomes depending on the specific situation have been left out of
the final column.

Diagnosis Treatment Outcome Implications Impacted Stakeholders

Correct Correct Problem Resolves Appropriate future
treatment

Animal (+)
Institution (+)

Zoological Community (+)
Scientific Community (+)

Incorrect Correct Problem Resolves Inaccurate conclusions about relationship
between diagnosis and treatment

Animal (+)
Institution (−)

Zoological Community (−)
Scientific Community (−)

Correct Incorrect
Problem Resolves

(Unrelated to
Treatment)

Inaccurate conclusions about treatment
mechanism

Animal (+)
Institution (−)

Zoological Community (−)
Scientific Community (−)

Incorrect Ineffective
Problem Resolves

(Unrelated to
Treatment)

No knowledge of faulty
diagnosis

Inappropriate application of treatment in
future

Animal (+)
Institution (−)

Zoological Community (−)
Scientific Community (−)

Incorrect Unwarranted Problem Never
Existed Nothing Happens

Institution (−)
Zoological Community (−)
Scientific Community (−)

Correct Incorrect Problem Persists Treatment ineffective Animal (−)
Institution (−)

Incorrect Ineffective Problem Persists Faulty diagnosis complicates finding
treatments

Animal (−)
Institution (−)

Incorrect Harmful Problem Worsens Diagnosis and treatment
re-evaluated

Animal (−)
Institution (−)

5.2. Implications for Institutions

Given the governmental and zoological association oversight in issues of animal welfare,
proper diagnosis of animal welfare issues can have serious implications for an institution.
Depending on the species of concern and the severity of the issue, institutions may face loss
of permits, fines from government agencies, loss of accreditation or membership from zoo-
logical associations, or loss of funding opportunities or other resources. For example, in the
United States the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) issues permits to all en-
tities holding or exhibiting wildlife, and retains the right to levy fines or withdraw permits
as corrective action against any party not meeting welfare standards [95,96]. Any recipient
of a National Science Foundation grant in the United States must abide by the require-
ments of the Animal Welfare Act to be eligible for funding of research utilizing vertebrate
animals [97]. If institutions lose accreditation with the Association of Zoos and Aquariums
(AZA), they are no longer eligible to participate in association wide breeding programs or
apply for grants available through the association [3]. As such, correct identification of
welfare issues must be a cornerstone to any animal welfare program in a modern zoo. The
development of a robust animal welfare assessment program is admittedly complicated by
various overseeing bodies adhering to different concepts of welfare.

Beyond the potential legal or reputational costs to an institution resulting from
misidentification of welfare issues, more serious consequences may involve misallocated
resources and perpetuation of inaccurate institutional knowledge. Interventions that are in-
effective in solving an issue are a waste of limited resources, unless they are systematically
assessed and used to develop an evidence-based understanding of the issue. Often, this is
not a goal for institutions with limited resources. In cases where the issue resolves despite
an ineffective treatment, institutional knowledge stands to suffer if an incorrect diagnosis
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is paired with a correct treatment, or vice versa. The perceived relationship between the
welfare concern and the intervention is incorrect in the first case, and knowledge of the
mechanism of action of the treatment is incorrect in the second. Staff sharing knowledge of
cases within the institution has implications for the welfare of other animals. Correcting
individuals’ beliefs of false information is notoriously difficult [98], and as such these types
of errors would be particularly challenging for institutions to purge from their informal
knowledge base moving forward. Informal knowledge transfer within zoological institu-
tions is an invaluable resource to organizations [99], and due diligence in application of
welfare assessments and treatment of welfare concerns can help protect the integrity of
aggregate institutional knowledge.

5.3. Implications for the Zoological Community

Many of the implications for the zoo and aquarium community at large are similar to
implications for individual institutions, but at a larger scale. Continued sharing of incorrect
information, whether about diagnoses or treatments of welfare concerns, can have pro-
found implications for the handling of animal welfare issues across the industry. Given the
increasing public interest in animal welfare, the collective impact of perpetuating misdiag-
noses or incorrect treatment of welfare concerns may ultimately be an erosion in public
trust in the expertise of animal welfare practitioners in zoos and aquariums.

5.4. Implications for Animal Welfare Science

When research is incomplete in such a way that it does not test alternative hypotheses
there is a chance that inaccurate findings can drive practice. In this case, we risk applying
proposed remedies with a misunderstanding of mechanism. Therefore, we cannot under-
stand these treatment’s efficacy or lack thereof in context. Adjusting them, should they be
ineffective, will occur without guidance from an informed understanding of the condition.
In addition, we risk developing a body of evidence founded on faulty premises. Devel-
opment of faulty premises is always a risk when assumptions are based on probabilities.
Assuming certainty when it is unproven is a danger to advancing our understanding of
any phenomenon, animal welfare being no exception. Consider the case where an observer
does not generate falsifiable predictions about possible behavioral categories before classi-
fying a behavior. Only recently have zoo researchers begun to ask if repetitive locomotory
activities like pacing are in a different class of behavior from stereotypy, namely antici-
patory behavior. Interpretations of these two classes of behavior can be fundamentally
different [52,100]. If the observer correctly categorizes the behavior, there is little to worry
about in terms of application of treatment. However, if they mis-categorize the behavior
in such a way that the interpretation of the animal’s activity is fundamentally different
than if they correctly categorized it, there is substantial danger of setting the stage for long
lasting misunderstanding. This can generate a field of study wherein the results of similar
research only sometimes agree.

Another potential pitfall can occur when we use evidence gathered under one model
of animal welfare to build an assessment tool or treatment for an animal we are monitoring
under an alternative construct. For example, Researcher A, who works under the natural
living concept of welfare, may find and report that a particular intervention, Treatment A,
enhances welfare for their animal. Practitioner B, who ascribes to a primarily affect-based
construct of welfare, may find that an animal in their care needs welfare remediation and
apply Treatment A to no avail. This sort of mismatch between reported evidence and
practical outcome is likely to be common when those reporting outcomes of interventions
are not clear about the construct of welfare that they are testing.

6. Recommendations

Moving forward we recommend a multi-faceted approach to addressing the outlined
concerns associated with behavior-based welfare tools and data interpretation. As a first
step, it is imperative to clearly identify the model of welfare the research and/or manage-
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ment changes will utilize and to ensure that the variables measured are appropriate for
assessing welfare according to this standard. In other words, is behavior the appropriate
construct or does your model of welfare require a different measure, such as physiologi-
cal or health indicators? Recognizing possible outcomes should be an equally important
component of your view of welfare. Ideally your model does not merely require assessing
inputs and solely rely on measures such as husbandry practices, enclosure features and
social groupings to adequately evaluate an animal’s welfare. Every practitioner must first
identify these expectations in order to develop a robust assessment tool, especially one
that can stand up to scrutiny and be utilized in other institutions. As long as there remains
no universally accepted definition or diagnostic tool, it is not enough to simply assume
that all practitioner’s criteria are comprehensive and equivalent [85]. As established, this is
unlikely to be the case, and can result in misinterpretation of affective states and valences,
for example, as well as mismanagement of the animals in question.

To avoid such missteps, behaviors used to evaluate animal welfare also must be clearly
described and one should always provide context for how and when they are observed. In
essence, practitioners should aim to confirm that the behaviors they are using for assess-
ment are in fact "conveying what they think they are conveying". In cases where behaviors
are phenotypically similar or even identical but functionally different (e.g., pacing can
be stereotypy or anticipatory behavior), the conditions required to place the behavior
into one category or another should be described. Similarly, justification for lumping or
splitting behavioral categories must be clear and persuasive. Selective exclusion of specific
behaviors, whether atypical for the species or negatively valanced, should be avoided. In
cases where abnormal behaviors are omitted from H-index calculations, the proportion of
time spent expressing those behaviors, and perhaps even an “abnormal H-index”, should
also be assessed. If assessing affect, whenever possible, there should be falsifiable theory
or empirical evidence demonstrating how the behavior relates to the affective state of the
individual. In its absence, a cogent inductive argument can be developed that helps to
describe conditions under which its conclusions are most probable.

The peer-review process provides a safeguard against the aforementioned pitfalls of
misemploying behavioral assessments for welfare diagnosis. Once studies using poorly
defined logic make it into the peer-reviewed literature, challenging previously accepted
faulty logic becomes an uphill battle. Editors and reviewers need to ensure adequate
reporting, with a focus on more methodologically sound papers. Again, this relates back
to the importance of clearly defining welfare and the indicators used for assessment of
welfare states in the reported study. Journals must ensure that authors not only describe
the situation in which the behavior occurs, but also demonstrate that the behavior is
assigned to the correct behavioral category and provide best evidence that the observed
behavior conveys negative or positive welfare. Without this precise documentation, the
interpretation of findings is limited and further citation of the research problematic. It is up
to reviewers and editors to hold authors to this higher standard of dissemination.

It is our hope that readers are not discouraged by this message, but rather encouraged
to engage in broader, more open and honest conversations and collaborations. In devel-
oping your diagnostic tool, the essential question to ask is, “Is my tool designed in such
a way as to actually assess what I think I am assessing?” If not, go back and re-evaluate.
Assessment tools must be relevant to the practitioner’s chosen definition of welfare, and
practitioners should avoid using behavioral measures that have only a tangential or equiv-
ocal relationship to their definition. Essentially, if your tool does not interpret animals’
behaviors to your language, you will not be able to “hear” what they are saying.
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